
Simple. Fast. Precise.

Venue 50 Ultrasound System
Now available with Pinpoint GT technology



(1)  Use of Pinpoint GT from C.R. Bard technology feature compared to conventional needle guidance

More accurate ultrasound needle guidance.

TWICE THE ACCURACY

We’re committed to making these procedures simple, fast and precise 
for clinicians. The Venue™ 50–offering Pinpoint™ GT technology–helps 
deliver on that promise by giving you greater control over needle 
placement with twice the accuracy of conventional ultrasound  
needle guidance1.

VISUALIZE CLEARLY IN ANY PLANE

In a study comparing the use of Pinpoint GT with conventional  
ultrasound for needle guidance, clinicians: 

•  Improved needle placement accuracy by 51%, across all  
procedure types

• Reduced non-productive needle sticks by 70%

NAVIGATE CONFIDENTLY WITH AN INTUITIVE DISPLAY

The streamlined design – basically a probe and a needle – simplifies 
usage, avoiding complicated gadgetry and kits that can be difficult to 
master and manage. The virtual needle graphics are easy to under-
stand and manipulate.

ACQUIRE WITH CLARITY, WITHOUT SLOWING YOUR PACE 

Pinpoint is ready to go when you are, with fast set-up and operation.

Nearly three-quarters of ultrasound used at the point of care involves needle 
guidance. Yet getting the needle in the right place the first time on different  
patient types can be a challenge.

Venue 50 with Pinpoint GT offers twice the accuracy of conventional ultrasound needle guidance.



HOW DOES PINPOINT GT WORK?
Pinpoint™ GT needles include a small magnet in the hub.  
The Venue 50 detects the orientation of the needle and displays 
the needle position and trajectory, in plane and out of plane, 
deep and shallow.

With Pinpoint GT technology you can:

•  Plan the needle trajectory prior to puncturing the skin 

•  Shift easily to an out-of-plane orientation to take a direct 
path in challenging procedures 

•  Clearly track the position of the needle tip throughout  
procedures, even steep and deep insertions

The system includes the Venue 50 ultrasound 
system, Pinpoint GT needle guidance software, 
a high-frequency L12n-SC linear transducer 
with integrated magnetic sensor – working in 
conjunction with the Pinpoint GT needle.

GE provides Pinpoint GT users with a practice kit to support a short learning curve.



Designed for point of care

The Venue 50 system was designed with input from clinicians. Their insights helped shape the features of this system, including:

•  A touch user-interface that is as responsive and intuitive as a personal tablet 

•  System control directly from the transducer– one tap and you are ready to go

•  Superb image quality and crisp needle visualization that enhance clinical confidence 
even in challenging conditions, from ultra-bright rooms to obese patients

Acute intervention. Management of chronic patients. Needle guidance – 
these procedures demand extraordinary performance from your ultrasound system. 

SIMPLE: RESULTS-ORIENTED, LIKE YOU ARE

The complexity of needle guidance has met its match in the simplicity 
of the Venue 50. The three-step workflow – Home, Scan, Review – 
helps speed procedures:

•  Tap and go with confidence. Choose the probe and application 
with a single tap. More than fast, it helps ensure the system is 
properly set up even when you are in a hurry.

•  Tablet-like navigation. Pinch, slide, or tap your way through the 
procedure, even with your gloves on. There are no buttons, knobs,  
or keyboard to slow you down.

•  One-touch image transmission. One tap wirelessly sends images 
to multiple storage locations.



FAST: READY WHEN – AND WHERE – YOU ARE

The Venue 50 was built for speed — an advantage 
in time-sensitive clinical situations and for overall 
workflow productivity.

•  Fast power-up. The system is operational 
before you even get your gloves on.

•  Portable and wireless. Battery-powered, the 
system can be moved from patient to patient 
without powering down. Programmability 
helps limit unauthorized access. 

•  Quick disinfection. With the seamless control 
panel, it’s a snap to clean. Lock screen mode 
maintains system settings for quick wipe-
downs. 

PRECISE: INNOVATION THAT KEEPS YOU ON TARGET

From anesthesiology to emergency medicine and 
musculoskeletal procedures, getting the needle to 
the right place at the right time is the key to optimizing 
outcomes. That requires the precision of ultrasound 
imaging from GE Healthcare.

 Ultrasound times two

•  Venue 50 utilizes two types of ultrasound — one 
for tissue and one for metal — to help the needle 
tip stand out without sacrificing target detail.

 Gel-and-go imaging 

•  Get reliably crisp images without time-consuming 
tweaking.

Venue 50 with the portable docking cart can be moved 
from patient to patient without powering down.



Clinical Images

Confidently project needle placement using Pinpoint GT technology Clarity of the median nerve sheath shows excellent spatial 
resolution delivered by the 12L-SC transducer

Confidently project needle placement using Pinpoint GT technology* Brachial plexus nerve at the interscalene level is clearly delineated between 
the scalene muscles while utilizing the 12L-SC transducer

* Images taken during GE bench study. Porcine model was used to represent human neurovascular anatomy.



Color filling of the left ventricle is demonstrated utilizing  
the 3S-SC transducer

Remarkable tendon fiber definition of the supraspinatus tendon

Great B-mode image quality is maintained even when color Doppler is 
activated on the 12L-SC transducer

Liver and kidney definition demonstrating the area of Morison’s pouch
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To learn more about how Venue 50 and the 
Pinpoint™ GT technology option can help 
meet your point of care needs, please talk 
with your GE Healthcare representative or 
visit gehealthcare.com
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